Increased α1-adrenoreceptor activity is required to sustain blood pressure in female rats under food restriction
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A B S T R A C T
Aims: We evaluated the effect of food restriction (FR) on the various reflexes involved in short term cardiovascular regulation; we also evaluated the contribution of the sympathetic nervous system and of the plasmatic nitric oxide (NO) in the development of the counterregulatory cardiovascular changes triggered by FR.

Main methods: Female rats were subjected to FR for 14 days, and after this period biochemical measurements of biochemical parameters were performed. For physiological tests, animals were anaesthetised, and a catheter was inserted into the femoral artery and vein for the acquisition of blood pressure and heart rate, and drug infusion, respectively. We then tested the Bezold–Jarisch reflex, the baroreflex and chemoreflex and the effect of the infusion of α1-adrenoreceptor antagonists in control and food restricted animals.

Key findings: The rats subjected to severe FR presented biochemical changes characteristic of malnutrition with a great catabolic state. FR also led to hypotension and bradycardia besides reducing the plasmatic concentration of NO. Moreover, activation of the Bezold–Jarisch reflex induced a more pronounced hypotensive response in animals subjected to FR. Intravenous infusion of a α1-adrenoreceptor antagonist induced a greater hypotensive response and a more pronounced tachycardic response in animals under food restriction, while the infusion of β-blockers led to lower increases in blood pressure in these animals.

Significance: Our results suggest that an increased α1-adrenoreceptor activity in the resistance arteries coupled with a reduction of plasmatic NO contributes in a complementary manner to maintain the blood pressure levels in animals under FR.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction

Food restriction (FR) model has been widely used as an animal model of the nutritional aspect of anorexia nervosa [37], simulating the reduced food intake observed in this condition. Studies using this model have demonstrated that a dietary restriction can trigger the development of cardiovascular diseases such as ventricular hypertrophy and hypotension [39].

Studies have shown an adjustment in cardiovascular function after a period of reduced food intake [13]. The main cardiovascular changes in severe dietary restriction are hypotension and bradycardia. McKnight et al. [29,30], observed that rats submitted to a 25% reduction in daily food intake for 14 days became bradycardic and hypotensive [29,30]. In another study, a severe restriction, a reduction of forty percent (40%), for 8 weeks, in spontaneously hypertensive rats, induced a reduction in blood pressure [32]. Furthermore, in humans, reduction in food intake is very common among patients with anorexia nervosa who also present bradycardia and hypotension [15].

Other cardiovascular disorders such as electrocardiographic abnormalities, left ventricular hypertrophy, systolic dysfunction, ventricular remodelling, diastolic myocardial dysfunction, decreased cardiac contract and decrease of later ventricle relaxation [10,35] are also related to severe reduction in food intake.

Considering that severe acute FR can cause cardiovascular diseases, the regulatory mechanisms involved in the regulation of the cardiovascular function could be compromised, leading to the pathological conditions cited above. Remarkably, other dietary challenges can also disrupt the cardiovascular regulatory mechanisms. In this regard, several studies have shown that post-weaning protein malnutrition, in rats, leads to changes in key systems involved in the regulation of systemic blood pressure [5]. Protein malnutrition causes an increased sensibility of the baroreceptor reflex, the chemoreflex [34] and the Bezold–Jarisch [40], a reflex from the heart and lungs that, when activated, leads the inhibition of sympathetic activity [4].

Moreover, rats fed a low protein diet present an increased sympathetic tone to the heart, indicating that the autonomic nervous system...
is compromised in these rats [28]. Furthermore, Tropia and colleagues [40] have shown that protein restricted rats present an increased vascular sympathetic tone [40]. Another study observed endothelial dysfunction with increases in superoxide anion and nitric oxide in these animals [13].

Therefore, knowing that FR may cause cardiovascular abnormalities, and that dietary challenges can modulate the mechanisms responsible for cardiovascular control, we hypothesized that there might be adjustments in these regulatory systems, which may be essential to maintain the cardiovascular homeostasis in rats subject to FR. Thus, to test this hypothesis we evaluated the effect of FR on baroreflex, Bezold–Jarisch reflex and chemoreflex. We have also evaluated the contribution of the adrenergic receptors and of the plasmatic nitric oxide in the development of the counterregulatory cardiovascular changes triggered by severe FR.

**Methods**

**Ethical approval**

All procedures were approved by the ethics committee for animal research of the Federal University of Ouro Preto (CEUA–UFOP; no. — 2010/35), and were performed according to the regulations set forth by the UK Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986, the Guidelines for Reporting Animal Research [20], Directive 2010/63/EU and by the National Institutes of Health Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (NIH publication no. 85–23, revised 2010) and according to the journal policies and regulations on animal experimentation. All efforts were made to minimize the number of animals used in the study, and to avoid any unnecessary distress to the animals.

**Animals**

All experiments were conducted on female Fischer rats (n = 70) at the Federal University of Ouro Preto (Brazil). We chose female rats because the anorexia is more common in woman. Animals were acquired from the University Centre of Animal Sciences, and were maintained in a dark–light cycle of 12 h with the room temperature maintained at 24 °C. The rats weighted between 200 and 220 g, and were housed in cages individually and separated in two groups: a control group (n = 34) or food restricted group (n = 36). Both groups were fed a commercial chow (Nuvilab, Brazil) as appropriated. Free access to water was allowed. The animal’s oestrous cycle was evaluated every day.

**Diet protocol**

To assess dietary intake, the control animals weighting between 200 and 220 g were placed in individual metabolic cages. We evaluated the food intake and the animal’s weight at 12:00 pm daily. The average food consumption was determined for these animals after 14 days. This average was used to set the amount of food to be offered to animals that were to be submitted to food restriction. The food-restricted animals were to be submitted to food restriction. The food-restricted animals were fed 40% of the control group average consumption. Animals aged used to set the amount of food to be offered to animals that were to be submitted to food restriction. The food-restricted animals were fed 40% of the control group average consumption. Animals were isolated in individual cages. The food-restricted animals were fed 40% of the control group average consumption. Animals were fed 40% of the control group average consumption. Animals were fed 40% of the control group average consumption. Animals were fed 40% of the control group average consumption. Animals were fed 40% of the control group average consumption.

14 days after the commencement of the diet treatments, the animals were subjected to catheter implantation, as described previously [25]. Briefly, rats were anaesthetised (2.5% isoflurane in 3 L/min O2; Cristalia, Brazil) and polyethylene catheters were inserted into the femoral artery (for cardiovascular measurements) and into the femoral vein (for drug infusion) of all animals. The catheters were tunnelling subcutaneously and exteriorized at the back of the neck. After surgery, analgesics (ketojell 4 mg/kg, 0.1 mL/300 g s.c., Mundo Animal, Brazil) and antibiotics (0.2 mL/100 g, s.c., Fort Dodge Animal Health, Brazil) were administered. The animals were maintained in individual cages in order to recover from the anaesthesia. Experimental procedures began 48 h after the procedure.

**Cardiovascular measurements**

The arterial catheter was connected to a pressure transducer MLT0699 (ADI Instruments, Australia), which was connected to a signal amplifier ETH-400 (CB Sciences Inc., USA). The analogical signal from the amplifier was digitized by a 12 bit analogical-to-digital converter (PowerLab/400, ADI Instruments, Australia), and the pulsatile arterial pressure recorded at 1000 Hz by the software Chart 7.0 for Windows (ADInstruments, Australia). MAP and HR were derived on-line from the pulsatile arterial pressure using pulse-to-pulse analysis [16].

**Experimental design**

Experiments were performed, as follows, in a room in which the temperature was maintained at 24–25 °C. On the day of the experiment, animals were brought to the experimental room, in their home cages, 2 h prior to the beginning of the protocol. The experiment commenced only after stabilization of physiological parameters, such as heart rate and mean arterial pressure (HR and MAP) for at least 30 min.

The first experiment evaluated the influence of food restriction on cardiovascular reflexes. The evaluation of baroreflex, in animals fed ad libitum (n = 10) and animals that were food restricted (n = 10) was
made by infusing, intravenously, 0.1 mL of phenylephrine (299 nM/mL, infusion velocity: 2.2 mL/h), sodium nitroprusside (335.6 nM/mL, infusion velocity: 1.5 mL/h) or vehicle in the same volume, using a 5 mL Hamilton syringe (57 mm) mounted in an infusion pump (Insight, SP, Brazil). After the cardiovascular parameters returned to baseline levels, the chemoreflex was evaluated (C n = 9 vs. FR n = 7). For that, potassium cyanide (KCN: 15.3 μM/kg-0.1 mL) was administered (i.v.) in bolus. Approximately 15 min after the infusion of KCN, the Bezold–Jarisch reflex was evaluated by infusing phenylbiguanide (23.4 nM/kg-0.1 mL) in bolus (C n = 9 vs. FR n = 7).

The second series of experiments evaluated the influence of food restriction on the α1- and β-adrenergic receptor activities on the resting cardiovascular parameters, in two separate sets of groups. In the first group, alpha-adrenergic activity was evaluated by analysing the effects of a bolus injection of prazosin hydrochloride (i.v.: 2.3 μM/Kg), an α1-receptor antagonist on baseline MAP and HR in control (n = 10) and food restricted animals (n = 10). In the second group, β-adrenergic activity was evaluated by analysing the effect of a bolus injection of propranolol (i.v.: 33.8 μM/Kg), a non-selective beta-adrenergic receptor antagonist on baseline MAP and HR in control (n = 6) and food restricted animals (n = 8).

Data analysis

Data for HR and MAP values were recorded continuously. The baseline values for MAP and HR were obtained by averaging the values of the 5 min-period that preceded drug injections. Maximal changes (as means ± standard error of the mean) were calculated using 3 min averages or the peak response (30 s) after the drug infusion. In infusion ramp (baroreflex test), the data (MAP and HR) from each experimental group were organized in a two-column table with data ordered from the lowest to the highest MAP, along with the respective HR values. These data were divided into 10 mm Hg pressure bins. For each pressure bin, one MAP ± SEM value was plotted against its respective HR ± SEM value. The baroreflex curve was then fitted to a sigmoidal logistic equation:

\[
HR = HR_{\text{min}} + \frac{HR_{\text{max}} - HR_{\text{min}}}{1 + e^{-\left(\frac{\text{MAP} - 50}{b}\right)}}
\]

where \(HR_{\text{min}}\) is the lower plateau, \(HR_{\text{max}}\) is the upper plateau, \(b\) is the curvature coefficient, and MAP50 is the MAP at the midpoint of the HR range. Individual sigmoidal functions were averaged in order to determine the mean sigmoidal fit for the group. The derivatives of individual sigmoidal baroreflex curves were calculated and averaged within an experimental group in order to determine the baroreflex gain-coefficient curve. The maximal changes in MAP and HR were evaluated and the gain coefficient was calculated by the equation:

\[
\text{Gain} = \frac{\Delta \text{maxMAP}}{\Delta \text{maxHR}}
\]

where \(\Delta \text{maxMAP}\) is the maximal change in MAP after injection of sodium nitroprusside and \(\Delta \text{maxHR}\) is the maximal change in HR due to the changes in MAP caused by the pharmacological manoeuvre [7].

Statistical analysis

Prism 5.0 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA) was used to analyse all data. The data are expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). Student’s paired t-test was used to analyse the differences within groups. Student’s unpaired t-test or two way (diet and time/weight as factors) analysis of variance (ANOVA) in comparison with Bonferroni post-test was used to analyse differences between groups. Mann–
Food restriction reduces plasma nitric oxide levels

To examine the influence of FR on the nitric oxide system, we measured the plasmatic NO concentration. The plasma nitric oxide concentration was decreased in the FR group when compared to the control group (p = 0.0437, by Student’s unpaired t-test) (Fig. 2).

Food restriction potentiates the Bezold–Jarisch reflex but does not alter the chemoreflex and the baroreflex activity

In order to evaluate the influence of food restriction on cardiovascular reflexes, we examined the activity of three reflexes: the Bezold–Jarisch reflex, the chemoreflex, and the baroreflex.

The injection of phenylbiguanide produced the Bezold–Jarisch reflex in both groups, however, it induced a more pronounced hypotensive response in animals subjected to food restriction (p = 0.0070, by Student’s unpaired t-test) (Fig. 3C). The bradycardic response was similar in both groups (Fig. 3D).

The intravenous infusion of potassium cyanide for chemoreflex evaluation generated similar increases in MAP in both groups (p = 0.1815, by Student’s unpaired t-test; Fig. 3A). It also induced similar decreases in HR (p = 0.1185, by Student’s unpaired t-test; Fig. 3B). The baroreceptor reflex was measured by a ramp infusion of sodium nitroprusside and phentolamine intravenously. To evaluate the baroreflex, the function curve was divided into the following variables: lower plateau, upper plateau, MAP50, gain and heart rate range (Table 2). There were no significant differences in these parameters. The graphic representation of the baroreflex function curve and the grouped representation of the gain are presented on Fig. 4A and B, respectively.

Food restriction increases α1-adrenergic receptor activity

To evaluate the FR influence on the adrenergic receptor activity, we examined the effect of the infusion of α1- and β-adrenergic receptor antagonists on resting MAP and HR. After the intravenous bolus of prazosin, an α1-adrenergic receptor antagonist, we observed a greater hypotensive response in animals under food restriction (p = 0.0225, by Student’s unpaired t-test) and consequently a more pronounced tachycardic response in the same group (p = 0.0188, by Student’s unpaired t-test) (Fig. 5). The infusion of propranolol, a β-adrenergic antagonist, induced a comparable bradycardia in both groups (p = 0.4981, by Student’s unpaired t-test). On the other hand, the blockade of β receptors produced significantly lower increases in MAP in animals subjected to food restriction (p = 0.0003, by Student’s unpaired t-test) (Fig. 6).

Results

Food restriction induced weight loss, hypotension bradycardia and changes in biochemical parameters

The rats were divided into control (C) and food restriction groups (FR). The daily average of food consumed by the control group was 13.50 ± 0.2 g or 258.9 kJ (n = 18). Thus the amount of food offered daily to the FR group was 5.5 g or 63.17 kJ (n = 18) (Fig. 1A). The animals submitted to food restriction showed a progressive reduction in body weight and quantification of food intake, we evaluated the daily oestrous cycle setting how many days each animal remained in each phase. The animals in the control group showed a normal oestrous cycle, alternating between ovulatory and not ovulatory cycles. However, the animals under FR, from the second week of restriction and on, did not ovulate anymore, staying only in and not ovulatory cycles. However, the animals under FR, from the second week of restriction and on, did not ovulate anymore, staying only in and not ovulatory cycles.

Along with the evaluation of the body weight and quantification of food intake, we evaluated the daily oestrous cycle setting how many days each animal remained in each phase. The animals in the control group showed a normal oestrous cycle, alternating between ovulatory and not ovulatory cycles. However, the animals under FR, from the second week of restriction and on, did not ovulate anymore, staying only in and not ovulatory cycles (data not shown). There were significant decreases in the plasma concentrations of creatinine, albumin, aspartate aminotransferase (AST), total cholesterol and LDL cholesterol in the FR group when compared to the controls (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biochemical parameter</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>SEM/max–min</th>
<th>FR</th>
<th>SEM/max–min</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urea (mg/dL)</td>
<td>44.95</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>58.56</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>0.0010*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creatinine (mg/dL)</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.0040*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haemoglobin (g/dL)</td>
<td>14.88</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>12.42</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.1103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albumin (g/dL)</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alkaline phosphatase (U/L)</td>
<td>42.99</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>47.12</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>0.1302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total protein (g/dL)</td>
<td>6.98</td>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>6.73</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.3199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose (mg/dL)</td>
<td>213.0</td>
<td>(173.6–258.4)</td>
<td>258.9</td>
<td>(203.9–422.6)</td>
<td>0.0208*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALT</td>
<td>35.02</td>
<td>(31.31–44.99)</td>
<td>28.18</td>
<td>(20.76–51.24)</td>
<td>0.3181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AST</td>
<td>77.71</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>72.76</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.0336*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triglycerides (mg/dL)</td>
<td>37.92</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>29.40</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0.0662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cholesterol (mg/dL)</td>
<td>96.92</td>
<td>7.09</td>
<td>69.22</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>0.0030*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDL cholesterol (mg/dL)</td>
<td>43.20</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>39.10</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>0.5062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDL cholesterol (mg/dL)</td>
<td>53.73</td>
<td>9.54</td>
<td>30.12</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>0.0382*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whitney t test was used for nonparametric comparisons. The significance threshold level was set at 0.05.
Fig. 3. Effects of food restriction on the chemoreflex and on the Bezold–Jarisch reflex. A, B — Changes in MAP (A) and HR (B) after the stimulation of the chemoreflex (C: n = 9 and FR: n = 7) with KCN. Changes in MAP (C) and HR (D) after the stimulation of the Bezold–Jarisch (C: n = 9 and FR: n = 7) reflex with phenylbiguanide. E — Recordings of pulsatile arterial pressure (PAP; top trace) and HR (bottom trace) in a control rat. F — Recordings of pulsatile arterial pressure (PAP; top trace) and HR (bottom trace) in a rat submitted to food restriction. Arrows indicate the infusion of phenylbiguanide. *Statistical difference between control and FR; Student’s unpaired t-test (p < 0.05).
We have also found that the hypotensive component of the Bezold–
\( \alpha \)-adrenergic receptor activity is increased in animals under FR. We have also found that the hypotensive component of the Bezold–Jarisch reflex is more pronounced in these animals. Moreover, these animals presented a reduced plasma nitric oxide concentration. Our data indicates that an increased responsiveness of \( \alpha \)-adrenergic receptors, in arteries, coupled with a reduced concentration of the vasodilator agent nitric oxide, appears to be essential for the maintenance of the blood pressure levels in animals submitted to food restriction.

We used a model food restriction with 60% reduction in the quantity of calories and nutrients offered for 14 days. After this period we observed that animals fed this restricted diet lost approximately 15% of their body weight, which is very similar to what was observed in studies that have used this deprivation protocol [8,27]. Although the animals under food restriction presented a significant weight loss, they did not show any signs of sickness.

In our experiments, we have used female rats because anorexia is more prevalent in women, then, our model of food restriction is appropriate, since it simulates the nutritional state of anorexia. However, it is well known that certain cardiovascular disorders occur with different incidences between male and female, as a consequence of the presence or absence of the estradiol, such as hypertension, pulmonary hypertension, changes in the angiotensin system or in oxidative stress [2,11,22]. We cannot discard the possibility that the changes observed in the animals submitted to food restriction could be, partly, caused by the changes in the oestrous cycles observed in these animals. As it is cited above, FR animals, from the second week of food restriction and onwards, stopped ovulating which could have led to a reduction of the plasmatic estradiol. Several studies have reported that the reduction, or absence, of estradiol in females could lead to cardiovascular disorders [14,23,41], thus if the FR animals have a reduction of estradiol, even for a week, this could lead to some of the changes in the cardiovascular control that we have observed. However, it is important to point out that, even though it is well known that the animal’s behaviour changes between the oestrous phases, there are no reports showing that it can also influence the cardiovascular system.

Rats submitted to severe food restriction presented alterations in biochemical parameters related to energy metabolism. These animals showed significant decreases in plasma creatinine, albumin, AST, total cholesterol and LDL cholesterol. However, glucose and urea plasma concentration increased after food restriction. These data indicate that rats under food restriction developed malnutrition, which can be demonstrated by the decreased albumin concentration and increased concentration of plasmatic urea, suggesting a high protein catabolism. Our results corroborate previous data which showed that people who consume hypocaloric diets develop hypoalbuminemia [43], increased plasmatic urea and decreased creatinine clearance [42]. We also show that these animals develop marked changes in lipid metabolism, which can be demonstrated by a reduction of total cholesterol and LDL. Interestingly, anorexic patients, whom also have a restricted diet, also present decreased total cholesterol and LDL [9]. One factor contributing to the increase of plasmatic glycaemia could be the likely increase in the production of cortisol. This rise in circulating cortisol is common in severe restricted diets [31], and is related to the stress that the hypocaloric diets generate [39]. The increase in corticosterone during the food restriction might be essential to these animals’ lives, since corticosterone facilitates the conversion of amino acids into glucose (i.e., gluconeogenesis), which would avoid the hypoglycaemia derived from the reduced food consumption, and thus protecting the brain. Notably the protocol of food restriction used in our experiments induced similar biochemical changes to the ones found in patients with anorexia [9].

In the present study we have also observed that animals under food restriction presented a significantly lower baseline MAP and HR, corroborating previous data from different research groups, both in rats and in humans [18,35]. However, the foundation of these changes can be multifactorial since hypovolemia [6], cardiac dysfunctions [10] or dysfunctions in the reflexes that control the blood pressure (BP) [19] could lead to both bradyarrhythmia and hypotension. Considering the fact that food restriction, and for that matter anorexia in human beings, alters the cardiovascular system causing hypotension and bradycardia, we designed protocols to investigate few systems involved in blood pressure regulation.

We observed a decreased plasmatic concentration of NO, a signalling molecule, with a powerful vasodilator effect [12], in animals fed the restricted diet. Given that dietary restriction causes hypotension in these animals, it can be suggested that the reduction in plasmatic nitric oxide could occur as a compensatory reaction to the decreased blood pressure, which would cause less shear in the vessel diminishing the stimulus for NO production [21], and thus preventing an excessive reduction of BP.

It is well known that reflexes in the body control blood pressure moment to moment, and changes in the activity of these reflexes could lead
Animal studies have shown that absence of a balanced diet (i.e. low protein diets) can affect the sensitivity of these reflexes [5,34]. In our study, we showed that the Bezold–Jarisch reflex is compromised in rats under severe food restriction. The activation leads to sympathetic inhibition causing hypotension and bradycardia [24]. The food restricted animals showed an increased hypotensive response to the injection of phenylbiguanide, suggesting that food restriction leads to a likely increase of the $\alpha_1$-adrenergic receptor activity in the arteries. The chemoreflex activity was not affected in animals under food restriction. Surprisingly, the baroreflex sensitivity was also not affected by food restriction. Our result contradicts those presented in the literature, where patients under severe diet restrictions presented an increase in baroreflex gain [18,19]. This disparity may be explained by differences between the protocols utilized in our study and in the previous studies. In our report, we used pharmacological manoeuvres, to test the baroreflex, which cannot be accomplished in humans, and the techniques used in humans are made by indirect means, such as spectral analysis or by analysis of postural changes. Considering that the activity of adrenergic receptors could be altered by food restriction, we designed experiments to evaluate the activity of $\alpha_1$- and $\beta$-adrenoreceptor activities, indirectly, in this paradigm.

In order to pursue this answer, we infused, intravenously, prazosin and propranolol, and $\alpha_1$- and $\beta$-adrenoreceptor antagonists, respectively. The infusion of prazosin induced hypotension and tachycardia in both groups; nevertheless, these responses were more pronounced in the animals under a severe food restriction. Possible explanations for this increase are augmented receptor sensitivity or density, or both, or even increases in endogenous ligand release from sympathetic to changes in BP levels [17,33]. Animal studies have shown that absence of a balanced diet (i.e. low protein diets) can affect the sensitivity of these reflexes [5,34]. In our study, we showed that the Bezold–Jarisch reflex is compromised in rats under severe food restriction. The activation leads to sympathetic inhibition causing hypotension and bradycardia [24]. The food restricted animals showed an increased hypotensive response to the injection of phenylbiguanide, suggesting that food restriction leads to a likely increase of the $\alpha_1$-adrenergic receptor activity in the arteries. The chemoreflex activity was not affected in animals under food restriction. Surprisingly, the baroreflex sensitivity was also not affected by food restriction. Our result contradicts those presented in the literature, where patients under severe diet restrictions presented an increase in baroreflex gain [18,19]. This disparity may be explained by differences between the protocols utilized in our study and in the previous studies. In our report, we used pharmacological manoeuvres, to test the baroreflex, which cannot be accomplished in humans, and the techniques used in humans are made by indirect means, such as spectral analysis or by analysis of postural changes. Considering that the activity of adrenergic receptors could be altered by food restriction, we designed experiments to evaluate the activity of $\alpha_1$- and $\beta$-adrenoreceptor activities, indirectly, in this paradigm.

In order to pursue this answer, we infused, intravenously, prazosin and propranolol, and $\alpha_1$- and $\beta$-adrenoreceptor antagonists, respectively. The infusion of prazosin induced hypotension and tachycardia in both groups; nevertheless, these responses were more pronounced in the animals under a severe food restriction. Possible explanations for this increase are augmented receptor sensitivity or density, or both, or even increases in endogenous ligand release from sympathetic
terminals in the blood vessels. These results indicate an increased $\alpha_1$-adrenergic receptor activity in these animals, with only 14 days of food restriction, which would be necessary to sustain the blood pressure. Importantly, animals fed a low protein diet, for 35 days, present a higher vasomotor tone that could be due to an increased sympathetic efferent activity [16,40], corroborating the idea that dietary restrictions can lead to increased SNS activation to the arteries. The pronounced tachycardic response in these animals could be, possibly, the result of the pronounced hypotension, which would activate the baroreflex circuit leading to a marked activation of the SNS to the heart.

It is important to notice that in our experiments FR leads to hypoalbuminemia, which could cause hypovolemia. Importantly, a previous study, using a longer period of food restriction, showed that FR leads to a reduction in haematocrit and consequently in blood volume [36]. Our model uses a shorter restriction period than the study cited above, thus if there is a hypovolemic state it is probably much milder. Even if this reduction in volume could be due to this decrease in BP, and act as a counterregulatory measure to those changes, and could be essential to the maintenance of "normal" BP levels, which are necessary to survival.

In keeping with this investigation of the role of adrenoreceptors in cardiovascular changes observed in animals submitted to food restriction, we have also evaluated the effect of the blockade of the $\beta$-adrenergic receptors by infusing propranolol. The infusion of propranolol induced a significant bradycardia in both groups, showing that the response of beta-receptor in the heart appears to be normal in animals under food restriction. Nevertheless, the raise in MAP, that accompanied the referred bradycardia, was blunted in the animals under food restriction. The hypertension observed after the infusion of propranolol is probably due to a baroreflex response, triggered by the bradycardia, causing a compensatory increase in BP. This response occurs through the activation of $\alpha_1$-adrenergic receptors in the resistance arteries, which appear to be hyper activated in animals under FR, as shown previously. The inability to stimulate a receptor that is, possibly, at its saturation threshold, may be the limiting factor for the blood response in FR rats, justifying the smaller change in MAP in these animals after the propranolol infusion.
Conclusions

In conclusion, our results suggest that food restriction leads to a hypotensive state that is counteracted, largely, by an increased activity of α1-adrenoceptors in the resistance arteries. Importantly, the concentration of NO, a vasodilator agent, is low in these animals, suggesting that the NO system is also involved in avoiding a more pronounced hypotensive state. Thus, the present study shows that these two systems contribute in a complementary manner to support the blood pressure levels in animals under food restriction allowing the cardiovascular system to maintain sufficient blood supply to the tissues.
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